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About This Content
Non-tactical loadout for D-Horse.
Perfect for imaginary travels through the Old West.
* You must proceed to a certain point in the story and meet the proper development requirements before this item can be
developed. (Not usable in MGO)
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Title: METAL GEAR SOLID V: THE PHANTOM PAIN - Western Tack
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7x64, Windows 8x64 (64-bit OS Required)
Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 (3.40 GHz) or better; Quad-core or better
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB) or better (DirectX 11 card Required)
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 28 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Rating: 2 out of 10
The boring trading with one caravan (like in Sid Meier's Pirates) while travelling between citites reminds me of the game
"Bounty Train".
The combat in Bounty Train was already bad, but the table top like dice gameplay, which is used here for combat and trading is
absolutely terrible.
Ant the rest of the gameplay is not good enough to make the game any better.
Pros:
+ mixing trade (Sid Meier's Pirates-like) and RPG elements
+ unusual game setting (oriental folk)
+ nice art style fitting to the oriental setting
cons:
- unimmersive, repetitive and boring dice gameplay (combat and trade)
- did not register some mouseclicks (and always needed two clicks with gamepad)
- boring slow travel and screen-transitions. Really, that intro song alone is nearly worth the price. Who doesn't love that song?
They must have blown 90% of their budget getting that recorded. I had this on my wishlist, and came back the to the store page
a few times just to hear the song, then bought it.
This isn't a typical baseball game at all. You could say it cuts out all of the boring bits, along with some realism (there are no
errors for example). It hyperfocuses on a few batters, in one half inning. Only one half inning... if the Home Team doesn't score,
it's assumed that the Visitors win in extra innings. So it definitely does a great job of building tension and, there being some
RNG, you're never going to win every time even if you're an expert.
I personally think the game works too hard to present itself as a board game, with the rolling dice for each move that would
likely get old after a while. But that's purely about your taste. I'm not too much into it, but the game is still well worth it yo me.
You might love that asthetic.
I didn't buy it at full price, but I wouldn't have a problem recommending a full price buy on this one. The atmosphere and
replayability are fantastic for such a small game.. I like it. :v. The gameplay, apart from being translated, is left untouched, so
the experience is still authentic. Recommended for those who cannot read Japanese and can care less about the missing trains in
this release to play this game.
Just keep in mind that many JR trains, amongst more from private Japanese railway companies, are not available in the
international release due to potentially inhibiting licensing fees and\/or reasons undisclosed by the publisher of the International
Release.
On the other hand, for those who can actually read Japanese, know Japan enough to lust for the missing trains, and has enough
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knowledge to buy the download store version from the ARTDINK online store, BY ALL MEANS GO THERE INSTEAD.
More trains are available there and trains from JR Central can be added via the JR Central Addon Pack.. Cladun X2 is a
criminally underrated game with an unfortunate amount of negative reviews for some reason or other, most being from a few
years ago.
Gameplay: Perfect. Story dungeons are extremely fun, well designed and difficult without going overboard (I only had to grind
once near the end). The in-depth magic circle system allows for all kinds of play styles and builds, and the combat itself is
simple, but very satisfying. As for the sprite editor, it's amazingly detailed, anyone without any knowledge of sprite art can draw
cool stuff thanks to the base 8bit-ish character and weapon design. With some creativity you can even draw things well beyond
the templates, too.
Story: Didn't really do anything for me, I couldn't care about the characters at all. Not a single one. But there's a story and it's
serviceable enough.
Graphics: Perfect for this game. Except maybe for the armless hands and legless feet. Male characters have really strange feet
placement compared to female ones, which look more... natural.
Music: A bit repetitive since there aren't many tunes, but they're all pretty good.
Technicalities: One of the biggest issues in the game (flickering in fullscreen) can be easily fixed by downloading and running a
small software. The keyboard controls are hell to customize properly, but with some patience it can be done. The partial mouse
support in menus is a godsend, especially in the sprite editor, which proves this isn't the hellspawn of PC ports many claim it to
be.
This game is absolutely worth it at its current full price, and for 75% off, the current average sale price, its an absolute steal for
any lite JRPG or hack and slash fan.. Ok so I came back to review a full version of this game.
So before I was complaining about AI and instances when people ignore food laying on a ground when they are hungry. And
survivors just happens to wonder randomly around until they stumble upon some supply.
That didn't change... Survivors won't prioritize collecting food/fabric even if dying from hunger/cold.
Yes, you can prioritize stuff by clicking Mouse 3 button but that applies only for trees and on-surface minerals).
Also if you manage to mess up you lose. Accidentally raised your soldier limit too far? That's a defeat as you can't demilitarize
survivosrs and soldiers just won't do stuff - including having babies.
You run out of coal and tools? You lose as you can't pick up coal without tools and there is nothing like trader so that is a game
over.
So I start my 3rd game aware of all this. My goal is to get all achievements and uninstall this game from my notebook. So
everything went quite well I finally reached 5000 storage space so only things left are 500 population and using a portal. So after
I got 500 survivors my game starts to run like poop and after building a portal I find out that you have to charge it (like 10
times) which takes forever as a game is lagging as hell. But I complete it after all and I Ignite a portal and all survivors get out of
an island except for one that is apparantly stuck somewhere to an edge of an island and can't get to a portal (and I couldn't
unstuck him because after igniting a portal you can't zoom nor move a camera). So after waiting about 15 minutes I tried to save
a game, exit it and the load a game. Survivor got unstuck! But a camera is still frozen and portal is not active (I guess, I don't see
it camera loaded with different coords than saved). - waiting for survivor to die led me to defeat screen.
So I had to start a new game...
Survivors getting stuck is quite often in this game.
This doesn't feel like completed game. You can have fun playing it but approach it with caution and make sure you save a game
before igniting a portal!
I would not recommend!
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its good my only down side is the cart has no floor in it ???
which is a lil off putting and I was hoping for an insane track
a lil like the old coaster simulator like you'd find in old arcades
6.5 \/ 10. Lack of VOLUME CONTROL ruins the game. Having to hear the music blasting full volume constantly is lazy
software development.. Jump was screenshot
Did one mission got 45 screenshots
11/10. I'd rather admit to watching hentai than play this game.. Having played the last free version for a bit to test it out and then
deciding to buy the complete version, I must say I'm happily surprised by what has been added and fixed, the game is certainly
worth it's pricetag and a lot of fun - as long as you're into the genre!
While there's still a few bugs lingering around, the gameplay itself is solid and there's nothing game-breaking and barely
gameplay-affecting; just a few things you might notice, but don't let it scare you away!
There's a lot of stuff to do and it's definitely not completed in just a few hours, it seems the game has *plenty* of replayability.
Randomised races, factions, events, etc... make for an interesting playthrough everytime, yet not so randomised that you'd have
to relearn everything.
I fully recommend this game and will surely be having (and have had) a lot of fun with it!. Great Expansion, just wait for a sale
like I did.... I Like this route but for the wrong reasons ... Firstly its a great Green era stock pack, with a mix of rejigged old
kuju classics and some revamped IHH stuff all good for AI, Nothing in it is very new but its all presented in one place, useful
with software that requires DLC investments in the \u00a3100s to reach prototypical stock variation. For this reason I suspect
WD & TD will become a key component is scenarios much like S2C has, basicly it represents massive value for money.
(although its odd that the passenger coaches livery belongs to an entiely different era to everything else.)
As for the route itself its an extensive network, it should all tick the right boxes but i got tired of it after only making a couple of
scenarios, I think it boils down to the low speeds coupled with the low scenary density, the challenge is staying awake and any
scenarios you make which give you the chance to explore take a little too long to be practical ... what it did do is remind me that
i had neglected WLoS very much and it sparked a renassance for me of new WLoS scenarios ... I suspect this will be a slow
burner for me, I'll rediscover it in a few years and wonder why I didnt bother with it much, I will let it mature until then ....
Yes get this but its a long term affair with a classy but slightly dull route, dont expect a short dirty one night stand with an
exciting route that will probably give you a case of the lag spikes.. This game is almost a carbon copy of a game I got in the 90s
from a cereal box, with its interface changed to worms theme. Just plain old pinball, so average that you might as well play
Windows Pinball instead.. A cool proof-of-concept game, fun to master and has a couple of entertaining game modes.
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